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was attended—for reasons admittedly not decisive of the essential
wisdom as distinct from the appropriateness of the move-—with
most unhappy consequences. But the results of British indepen-
dencein the latter half of I9i7were equally unsatisfactory, and left
a legacy of mutual distrust and dislike between Lloyd George
and Haig, which in the spring of 1918 involved us in great and
gratuitous perils. It was only then that Haig realised that, as
Napoleon once said, one general, even if not a very good one,
is better than two, however good, and obtained the appointment
of one supreme commander in the West in which Lloyd George
had always believed. Ironically enough, Haig was thereafter
able, on at least three occasions of great importance, to take his
own line, either against Foch or against his own Government,
and on each occasion the event justified his wisdom. But the
matters in dispute were questions not of policy but of strategy,
and concerned only the course of action to be pursued on the
Western front, where it was by then evident that the issue of
the war would have to be fought out.
It must be admitted that our choice of theatre and our method
of employment of our resources, in such subsidiary campaigns
as were actually undertaken, lie open to considerable criticism.
The conduct of the Gallipoli campaign from the point of view
of the higher strategy was faulty throughout, so faulty as
practically to exclude the possibility of success.   The Salonica
expedition was as flagrant an instance of misapplied effort as any to
be found in our military history, though its victorious end served
in some belated degree to justify its inception and conduct. The
management of the operations in Egypt, prior to the coming of
Allenby, was marked by a timidity, an extravagance of force,
and a clumsiness which were the reverse of beneficial to the
common cause ; and the conversion of what should have been
a strictly Hmited undertaking in Mesopotamia into a major
campaign for the conquest of the country, was a wasteful and
useless addition to our already over-heavy responsibilities.   It
is true that a great part of the burden of this last-named cam-
paign was borne by Indian troops, for whom it was difficult
to find useful employment elsewhere ;   but to find troops is
not nowadays the most difficult and important item of provision
for war ; it was the material, not the man power, used in Meso-
* potamia, which could have been put to better service in some
other quarter.   It is difficult to understand, too, why the project
of a landing in force in the Alexandretta area, so often put
Forward, was never attempted : here was an admirable objective
for a " projectile fired from the fleet" ;  the difficulties likely
to be encountered there could certainly have been overcome with
less effort than was exerted in Palestine and Mesopotamia to

